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Chapter: 458
At this moment, Lin Ziming was the only thing Ning Yuning could count on.
She is not stupid. Judging from Ye Piaoyang’s jealousy of Ma Long just
now, and Ma Long’s arrogance, she knew that Ma Long was definitely a big
man she could not afford to offend!
Regardless of whether she is a big star, she is in the eyes of ordinary people,
but she knows very well that in this society, there are still too many people
who are better than her. Among these capitalists and big people, she is one.
It’s just a plaything, it’s not worth mentioning.
She has seen many stars in the entertainment industry with her own eyes,
and she has no status at all in the flattery in front of those bosses and
bigwigs.
If she hadn’t been talented enough, and she was low-key enough, with her
reputation and appearance, she would have never known how many
capitalists had played it.
She didn’t want to live such a life!
The thought of being ravaged by those big bellies, even 60 or 70-year-old
old men, she couldn’t stop nauseating and couldn’t think about it.
Even if this Ma Long is a young man, she can’t accept the sordid and rogue
appearance that the other party shows. Moreover, she knew very well that
when she got into Ma Long’s hands, Ma Long was probably not the only
one who would ravage her!
Then she would rather die.
Now under extraordinary circumstances, her only shield is Lin Ziming! If
she really chooses to dedicate herself to someone, then she would rather
dedicate her life to Lin Ziming, at least Lin Ziming is still a gentleman, and
Lin Ziming doesn’t give her that nasty feeling.
However, she also knew that in terms of her relationship with Lin Ziming, it
was necessary for Lin Ziming to offend a big man like Ma Long for her.
Ma Long just stared at Lin Ziming lightly, then looked away. He didn’t even
put Lin Ziming in his eyes at all. In his opinion, Lin Ziming was just a
follower, not worth mentioning.
He stared at Ning Yuning with a smirk and said, “Big star, I told you that I
am a fan of yours and I will treat you very tenderly. I don’t want to get your
signature yet. Wait a minute. When you arrive at the hotel, you sign for me
as a courtesy, and I also sign on you, Jiejie.”
With that, he walked over and grabbed Ning Yuning directly.
Ning Yuning was terribly frightened. She held Lin Ziming tightly, just like a
drowning man tightly grasping the life-saving straw, unwilling to let go.
At this moment, Lin Ziming moved. He grabbed the hand extended by Ma
Long and smiled faintly: “Friend, you are too much.”
His shot made Ma Long visibly stunned, he didn’t even think that Lin
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Ziming would even dare to stop him.
In his eyes, Lin Ziming was not even a human being, but a statue. As a
result, the statue moved and grabbed his hand, which was quite surprised to
him.
Ning Yuning also froze for a moment, and then, she was moved to the
extreme, her nose was sour, and she shed moving tears.
At this moment, she is really grateful to Lin Ziming!
“Grass!” Ma Long was grabbed by Lin Ziming’s wrist, his face was gloomy
at a speed visible to the naked eye, with a loud burst, and then he kicked Lin
Ziming directly!
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